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Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez said that the bipartisan infrastructure deal won't secure bipartisan support absent of a robust reconciliation bill.
AOC vows progressives will 'tank' the bipartisan infrastructure bill if a reconciliation bill including more care-economy and climate change measures isn't passed in tandem
WASHINGTON, July 2 (Reuters) - U.S. President Joe Biden and top administration officials hailed Friday's strong monthly jobs report, saying it was a sign that the White House's economic and ...
U.S. economy is 'on the move,' Biden says as jobs jump
Joining the press secretary was White House National Economic Council Director Brian ... a briefing shortly after President Biden signed a $1.9 trillion COVID-19 pandemic… ...
White House Daily Briefing
President Joe Biden will meet with Iraqi Prime Minister Mustafa al-Kadhimi later this month in Washington, the White House said Friday. The meeting set for July 26 comes at a pivotal point in the ...
Biden to meet with Iraqi prime minister at White House
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) held a news conference on the creation of a select committee on the economy to address income ... after the House passed the $1.9 trillion coronavirus pandemic ...
Speaker Pelosi News Conference on Economy Select Committee
The second meeting is set for July 21, 10 days before the final eviction moratorium from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention expires ...
White House to hold second eviction-prevention meeting with local officials as housing concerns mount
London miners were also boosted by reports that the UK economy grew 2.3% in April, the fastest rise since July 2020. The figure, which follows strong growth of 2.1% in March, was slightly above ...
Mining stocks rally as oil demand set to rise and UK economy strengthens
WASHINGTON- The U.S. economy is recovering "very strongly," in the short term following the COVID-19 outbreak, White House National Economic Council Director Brian Deese said on Wednesday, adding that ...
U.S. economy recovering strongly, inflation not the issue -White House's Deese
Today, as we plan for the economic recovery, they need support now more than ever to ensure their communities remain robust. The Government of Canada has committed to assisting them as they pursue ...
The Honourable Pablo Rodriguez announces $1 million in Government of Canada support to A.T.L.A.S. Aéronautik
The order also establishes a White House Competition Council, led by the Director of the National Economic Council, to monitor progress on finalizing the initiatives in the order. Biden will deliver ...
Biden's executive order to promote competition in the U.S. economy includes over 70 initiatives
The U.S. job market "is still a ways off" from the progress the Federal Reserve wants to see before reducing its support for the economy, while current high inflation will ease "in coming months," Fed ...
Fed's Powell says economy 'a ways off' from bond taper, inflation to ease
Stocks lost ground Thursday, with the S&P 500 and Nasdaq Composite falling to session lows in midafternoon trade as investors weigh mostly upbeat ...
Stocks drift lower as Powell reiterates expectations for inflation pressures to fade
It’s a busy day ahead on the economic calendar ... monetary policy decision. House price figures and the RBA meeting minutes were in focus this morning. In the 1 st quarter, house prices ...
A Busy Economic Calendar Puts the EUR, the Pound, and the Greenback in Focus
One of the sources described the order as “well developed” and said it builds on a 2016 report by the White House Council of Economic Advisers. Both sources said it is being worked on by former Obama ...
EXCLUSIVE-White House order pushes antitrust enforcement throughout U.S. economy -sources
The gig economy is here to stay ... firms when a project required more hands on keyboards than were available in-house. Today, the structure of the software development industry is quite different.
How Entrepreneurs Should Think About Hiring In the Gig Economy
New forecasts that incorporate the $1.9 trillion stimulus package ... had fueled the reopening of the economy. David Kamin, a deputy director of the White House National Economic Council, said ...
Budget Deficit Projected to Hit $3 Trillion as Pandemic Spending Buoys Economy
It provided a short-lived boost to the economy that leveled off by the end of 2018. The record economic expansion cited by Grassley also pre-dated Trump's arrival in the White House. Trump never ...
A top Senate Republican credits the Trump tax cuts for June's huge jobs gains and the economy 'roaring back after a virus interlude'
mean that there is ample scope for a liquidity-driven growth in house prices coinciding with never-seen-before economic disruption in some sectors,”Mr Makhlouf said. House prices grow at fastest ...
Strong house price growth likely to continue for next year or more, Central Bank warns
U.S. President Joe Biden hailed Friday’s strong monthly jobs report, saying it was a sign that his economic ... House. “To put it simply, our economy is on the move,” Biden said. The $1.9 ...

An editor of The Atlantic best known for his 2010 cover story, "How a New Jobless Era Will Transform America," presents cautionary predictions about American life in the aftermath of the recession that describes long-term consequences being faced by Americans from every walk of life.
The volume first investigates the impact of macroeconomic variables on equity values in emerging economies as compared with developed economies. Next it affirms the efficiency of the Midcontinent Independent System Operator electricity exchange. Finally it investigates efforts to stimulate emerging nations around the world.
This book is about the economics of developing countries' rise, based on the case of China and focuses on economic growth theory. It features traditional political economics and Chinese characteristics of socialism to examine the great economic development achievements of China within such a short period of time.
George Beckford left the Caribbean region, and the underdeveloped world in general, an extraordinary body of work that spanned his career as economics professor, advisor to governments, and consultant to international organizations. "George Beckford's work is characterized by a remarkable consistency of purpose and vision . . . [This collection presents] the unfolding of
George Beckford's work from agricultural economics to political economy, to the social economy of 'man space', to the cultural roots of Caribbean creativity and a vision of one independent, sovereign and self-reliant Caribbean nation . . . His purpose was to reveal the legacy of dispossession originating in the slave plantation experience of African people in the New World; to
'free the mind' from the internalization of attitudes of inferiority and 'Afro-Saxon' mimicry. His vision was the affirmation of the culture of 'overcoming' rooted in the Caribbean 'peasantry' and the land". Introduction

This Handbook collects a set of academic and accessible chapters to address three questions: What should real estate economists know about macroeconomics? What should macroeconomists know about real estate? What should readers know about the interaction between real estate and macroeconomics?
When the English Civil War broke out, London’s economy was diverse and dynamic, closely connected through commercial networks with the rest of England and with Europe, Asia and North America. As such it was uniquely vulnerable to hostile acts by supporters of the king, both those at large in the country and those within the capital. Yet despite numerous difficulties, the
capital remained the economic powerhouse of the nation and was arguably the single most important element in Parliament’s eventual victory. For London’s wealth enabled Parliament to take up arms in 1642 and sustained it through the difficult first year and a half of the war, without which Parliament’s ultimate victory would not have been possible. In this book the various
sectors of London’s economy are examined and compared, as the war progressed. It also looks closely at the impact of war on the major pillars of the London economy, namely London’s role in external and internal trade, and manufacturing in London. The impact of the increasing burden of taxation on the capital is another key area that is studied and which yields surprising
conclusions. The Civil War caused a major economic crisis in the capital, not only because of the interrelationship between its economy and that of the rest of England, but also because of its function as the hub of the social and economic networks of the kingdom and of the rest of the world. The crisis was managed, however, and one of the strengths of this study is its
revelation of the means by which the city’s government sought to understand and ameliorate the unique economic circumstances which afflicted it.
Cross-disciplinary and critical in its approach, The SAGE Handbook of Housing Studies is an elucidating look at the key issues within the field. It covers the study of housing retrospectively, but also analyses the future directions of research and theory, demonstrating how it can contribute to wider debates in the social sciences. A comprehensive introductory chapter is followed
by four parts offering complete coverage of the area: Markets: examines the perception of housing markets, how they function in different contexts, and the importance of housing behaviour and neighbourhoods Approaches: looks at how other disciplines - economics, geography, and sociology - have informed the direction of housing studies Context: traces the interactions
between housing studies and other aspects of society, providing context to debate housing through issues of space, social, welfare and the environment. Policy: is a multi-disciplinary and comprehensive take on the major policy issues and the causes and possible solutions of housing problems such as regeneration and homelessness. Edited by leading names in the field and
including international contributions, the book is a stimulating, wide-ranging read that will be an invaluable resource for academics and researchers in geography, urban studies, sociology, social policy, economics and politics.
The first fifteen years of the 21st century have thrown into sharp relief the challenges of growth, equity, stability, and sustainability facing the world economy. In addition, they have exposed the inadequacies of mainstream economics in providing answers to these challenges. This volume gathers over 50 leading scholars from around the world to offer a forward-looking
perspective of economic geography to understanding the various building blocks, relationships, and trajectories in the world economy. The perspective is at the same time grounded in theory and in the experiences of particular places. Reviewing state-of-the-art of economic geography, setting agendas, and with illustrations and empirical evidence from all over the world, the
book should be an essential reference for students, researchers, as well as strategists and policy makers. Building on the success of the first edition, this volume offers a radically revised, updated, and broader approach to economic geography. With the backdrop of the global financial crisis, finance is investigated in chapters on financial stability, financial innovation, global
financial networks, the global map of savings and investments, and financialization. Environmental challenges are addressed in chapters on resource economies, vulnerability of regions to climate change, carbon markets, and energy transitions. Distribution and consumption feature alongside more established topics on the firm, innovation, and work. The handbook also
captures the theoretical and conceptual innovations of the last fifteen years, including evolutionary economic geography and the global production networks approach. Addressing the dangers of inequality, instability, and environmental crisis head-on, the volume concludes with strategies for growth and new ways of envisioning the spatiality of economy for the future.
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